
	

 

MADRID — Latin America is the central theme of PhotoEspana 2015, and 
while there’s no disputing the festival’s success in presenting a vivid 
examination of that region, its most compelling strength lies in the space it 
gives to photography by and of women. That’s not to say that this year’s 
edition, with some 100 exhibitions sprawled across Spain’s capital city and 
its outskirts, is a feminist (or even female-centric) event. Indeed, in an 
interview with ARTINFO, festival director Maria Gracia Yelo adamantly 
refuted that notion, indicating that the organizers intentionally avoided 
affiliations with political or social movements. “The main point of making a 
festival dedicated to Latin America was to show things that have not been 
shown before,” she said. “The purpose was to try to give visibility to 



	
photographers that were unknown…. In the end, [by] giving visibility to the 
unknown, women were there.” 

The logic here certainly holds up: It’s common knowledge that female 
artists have been grossly underrepresented in the art world, both 
historically and today. Nevertheless, there’s a distinct sense that this 
festival is threaded together by a handful of women photographers whose 
work is most deeply understood if we acknowledge their gender. Without 
that common thread, the festival might have felt dangerously close to 
resembling a rambling mix of work by artists who happen to be from Latin 
America (or happen to have been meditating on that vast and diverse 
region), with a few outliers whose connection seems tenuous at best. That 
said, the other exhibitions presented to a group of journalists during last 
week’s press preview were certainly worth seeing; very few were regrettable 
and some were extraordinary (an exhibition of works by Korda, “Latin 
Fire,” and “Revealing and Detonating. Photography in Mexico, ca 2015” 
were the most noteworthy). But looking at the festival as a whole, the most 
interesting linkages are between the works of four women: two historical 
and two contemporary. 

Central to this group is Ana Casas Broda, whose startling exhibition, on 
view at Circulo de Bellas Artes, is titled “Kinderwunsch,” a German term 
that combines the words “children” and “desire.” The expression is used to 
describe the wish to have children or to become pregnant, or in referring to 
a woman’s infertility. In her exploration of these subjects, Casas Broda, 
who was born in 1965 in Granada and lives in Mexico, tells her personal 
story through mostly large-scale nude portraits of herself and her children, 
and written meditations on her own fertility treatments, pregnancy, and 



	
childhood. A massive photograph of a child’s face coated in milk, which 
drips heavily from his hair and eyelashes, greets visitors upon entering the 
gallery. Another work, a self-portrait shot from above, shows the artist very 
pregnant and submerged in a bathtub, eyes wide open and mouth slightly 
agape, belly and breasts floating above the waterline. The works are fecund 
— thick with rich blues, greens, and flesh that contrast with white tile and 
dark, shadowy lines — and border on the aggressive. Several shots focus 
squarely on specific body parts: A hand grasps the loose skin of a postnatal 
belly, a breast hangs heavy, stretched from pregnancy and nursing. Others 
directly reference the connection between mother and child: A series of 
close-ups on one wall shows an infant nursing, the folded flesh of the two 
humans jumbled together in a tender, dizzying maze of eyes, fingers, 
hands, arms, mouths, breast, and nipple. The most unsettling photographs 
— and there are many here — depict the artist and her children together, 
naked and at play. One shows Casas Broda’s body covered in whipped 
cream sprayed from a can by a child; another captures an invented game in 
which the artist is being wrapped in toilet paper like a mummy. 

The images in this show will make you squirm, and that’s the point. 
Introductory wall text emphasizes that the project was a deeply personal 
exploration of motherhood, and the artist reiterated this point in opening 
remarks to journalists. But she also acknowledged that the photographs go 
beyond the personal, acting as a rebuke to the taboo against portrayals of 
pregnancy and childbirth in the media, where images of violence, war, and 
aggression abound. Whether or not the artist intended it, her project 
crosses into political territory with sharp cultural commentary on the 
contemporary aversion to “imperfect” images of the female form and the 
censorship, or airbrushing, of women’s bodies in the media today. 



	
Another personal narrative is expressed more quietly but no less 
powerfully in work by Argentinian artist Mariela Sancari. “Moises,” on view 
at the Centro de Arte Alcobendas, is a response to the death of Sancari’s 
father, who committed suicide in his mid 40s, when she was 14 years old. 
Neither the artist, who was born in 1976, nor her twin sister was allowed to 
see their father’s body. So, Sancari explained, they had no proof that he’d 
really died — in both an abstract and a literal sense, they were always 
looking for him. Some 25 years later, the artist returned to Buenos Aires, 
where she posted on the streets and in newspapers wanted ads bearing an 
old photo of her father and calling for subjects with similar physical traits 
who were 68 to 72 years old. The resulting work, a “typology of portraits,” 
offers various imaginings of how the deceased might have aged. Fifteen 
large photographs lining one wall in a single row present solemn headshots 
of eight separate subjects shot at various angles, most wearing the dead 
man’s colorful wool sweater; cropped slices of their faces bleed into the 
vertical edges of each image, as if magazine spreads had been ripped from 
their bindings and laid flat. Taken as a whole, the panoramic series evokes 
the vertigo one might feel scanning a hot, crowded room too quickly, 
looking for a familiar face. “Fragmentation” is how the artist described this 
work, noting that it represents the “impossibility of finding him.” Sancari 
herself appears in another series: In one image she stands ghostlike behind 
her subject; in another, which most palpably captures the dynamic between 
father and daughter, we see only the back of her head as he awkwardly, 
tentatively combs her long brown hair. 

PhotoEspana moves into historical territory quite often, most strikingly 
with hefty exhibitions of two pioneering female photographers whose 
personal and professional lives are just as potent and fascinating as the 



	
work they created. The artists — the Italian Tina Modotti (1896-1942) and 
the Mexican Lola Alvarez Bravo (1903-1993) — were taught by two men, 
celebrated masters of the art: Modotti by her lover, Edward Weston, and 
Alvarez Bravo by her husband, Manuel Alvarez Bravo. The women quickly 
moved beyond their teachers, however, shooting bold, brave images 
uniquely their own. Both worked primarily in Mexico City beginning in the 
early 1920s and mingled with the bohemian elite of that creative hub, 
including Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera. 

The Modotti exhibition, curated by Maria Millan and on view in the lower-
level gallery space in Loewe’s Serrano store, features 50 rare works shot 
during her brief career as a photographer — she worked in the medium for 
less than 10 years before being deported to Europe in 1929, ostensibly 
because of a murder accusation but actually, according to a widely held 
view, for her affiliation with the Communist party. Documentarian in 
nature, the poetic images range from architectural photographs to still lifes 
to portraits of both leading intellectuals and the downtrodden, the most 
captivating a series of pictures of indigenous women living in Tehuantepec, 
where Modotti went with Weston to shoot an architectural feature for a 
magazine. An activist and humanitarian, she often photographed women 
and children and used her lens as a tool to create social awareness and 
change, publishing images of workers and peasants, the subjugated and 
forgotten, in newspapers and magazines. 

Alvarez Bravo likewise worked as a photojournalist, commercial 
photographer, and portraitist, capturing life on the streets of Mexico City 
and in the provinces, documenting the murals of Rivera and others, and 
shooting revelatory portraits of Kahlo (who was one of her closest friends), 



	
Rivera, Octavio Paz, Julio Castellanos, Henri Cartier-Bresson, and others. 
Smartly curated by James Oles, the vast exhibition of Alvarez Bravo’s work 
on view at Circulo de Bellas Artes spans both her decades-long career as 
one of Mexico’s leading female photographers and the broad spectrum of 
her work, which included early experimentation with photomontage. 

To say that Modotti and Alvarez Bravo paved the way for female 
photographers like Casas Broda and Sancari might be an overstatement, 
but they certainly broke ground for their successors by daring to take 
creative liberties during a time when, in Mexico, for example, women did 
not even have the right to vote. If nothing else, Modotti and Alvarez Bravo 
helped to open up space for the emergence of younger generations of 
female photographers to turn their lenses inward, which Casas Broda and 
Sancari do to profound effect, and which PhotoEspana rightly celebrates. 

PhotoEspana runs through August 30, 2015.        
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